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Assume as a trial solution that the #, y components  of magnetisation are Ldf/dx and Ldf/dy.    The equation of condition (Art. 331) Il = k(X+Xf) becomes
LJ~—-Jc(J-^27rL~\.    Hence   L (1 + Zirk) = - k.    The   other   equation   of condition leads to the same result.   The potential inside the cylinder is therefore   .
The potential at a point outside the cylinder is
Ex. A right circular cylinder is placed in a field of magnetic force whose potential is ^ (Ir-^2). Prove that the potential of the magnetic force within the cylinder is A' (|2 - tf), where A' (1 + M) = 24.                                   [Coll. Ex. 1899.]
In the same way, if the potential of -the field were Axy, the magnetic potential would be A'xy, where A' has the same value. This result follows at once from the former because £2 - ^2 becomes — 2£V when the axes are turned round OZ through half a right angle.
334. To find the mutual potential energy of two magnetic bodies. By Art. 321 the potential energy of a magnetic body and an elementary magnet of moment M' is -H'F'9 where F' is the component of force due to the magnetic body in the direction of the axis of the elementary magnet. If the elementary magnet represent the magnetism of an element dv' of a second magnetic body, we have M'~Ifdvr. The potential energy of the tivo bodies is therefore W= —^F'l'dv' where the integral extends throughout the volume of the second body.
If V be the potential of one magnetic body, X', //, v' the direction cosines of the direction of magnetisation at any point of the other, the expression for W takes
the form             W-\' +       /,' +      ,«   I'dx'dy'd,'.
This integral is the same as that considered in Green's theorem (Art. 149), and is
equivalent to      W= JVI' cos i'M - JV (^ + ^ + ^~) dv'.
If the magnetisation I' is such that its components I'\f = df/dxr, and where /is a function which satisfies Laplace's equation, the expression for W is reduced to a surface integral.
335. Terrestrial magnetism. The phenomena of terrestrial magnetism can be roughly represented by the action of a powerful small magnet placed near the centre of the earth (Biot, Traite de Physique, 1816). This supposition is equivalent to treating the earth as a sphere uniformly magnetised in direction, and magnitude (Art. 329). The theory altogether fails in accuracy when applied to explain the irregularities at special places. An attempt was therefore made by a Norwegian observer, Hansteen, to explain the observed facts by the action of two large magnets within the earth, both being excentric. But the results, though superior to those derived from a single magnet, were not satisfactory.

